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As is known [ 1, 23, the solutions of differential systems with impulses 
may experience the pulse phenomena, namely the solutions may hit a given 
surface finite or infinite number of times causing rhythmical beating. This 
situation presents difficulties in the investigation of properties of solutions 
of such systems. Consequently, it is desirable to find conditions that 
guarantee the absence or presence of pulse phenomena. In this paper, we 
shall discuss this problem. 
Consider the impulsive differential system 
x’ =f(t, xl, t f 5k(X), x(t,)=x,, t,>,O 
Ax = Z/,(x), t = Tk(X), 
(1) 
where f E C[R + x Sz, R”], Sz c R” being an open set. Let us begin with the 
following result which gives a simple set of sufficient conditions for the 
absence of pulse phenomena and shows the interplay between the functions 
f, tk, and I,. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that 
ti) fEcLR+ xsz, R”ly zkEcl[nt to, =))I, tk(X)<tk+l(X)for every 
k, limk + x tk(x) = cc uniformly in x E Q, and Ik E C[Q, R”]; 
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(ii)(a) (at,(x)/ax)f(t, x)<Ofor (t, x)ER+ x Q, and 
(b) x+Z,(X)EQ for XEQ and ((&,/~?x)(x+sZ,(x)))Z,(x)dO, 
O,<s< 1, for every k. 
Then, every solution of (1) meets any given surface Sj: t = Eli at most once. 
Proof: Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a solution x(t) of (1) 
and a surface S, such that x(t) meets S, two or more times. Let the first hit 
be at t = t, for some k and another hit at t = t* so that we have 
tk = tj(X(tk)) and t* = tj(x(t*)), t,, < tk < t*. 
The following two possible situations need consideration: 
(A) t* = tk+m and the solution x(t) meets the surfaces S,, m - 1 
times for tE(tk, tk+m), tk+l,..., tk+,,,--L, say; 
(B) the solution x(t) meets the surfaces S, infinite number of times 
for t E (tk, t*). 
Consider the case (A). Condition (iia) implies that 7,(x(t)) is nonincreasing 
in (t,, t,+l ] for any i > 1 and k < v < k + m - 1, while (iib) shows that 
Ti(x + Z,(X)) < zi(X) (2) 
for any XE B and i 2 1. Suppose that x(t) hits S,, at t = ti, 
i=k+l,k+2,..., k + m - 1. We then have, letting xk = x(tk), 
ta) tk=Zj(Xk)~Zj(Xk+Ik(Xk))~~ji(Xk+I), 
and for k+ 1 <idk+m-1, 
(b) ti = tn,(Xi) 2 zn,(Xi + Zn,(Xi)) 2 Tn,(Xi+ I 1. 
It then follows from (a) that j < nk + , , for otherwise, we are lead to the 
contradiction tk + i = z,, + ,(xk + i) 2 rj(x, + I ) 2 tk. By repeating the same 
procedure and using (b), it is easy to conclude that j< nk+, < .. ’ < 
nk+,,- 1 < j, which is a contradiction. 
In case (B), we can find a sequence Of COnSeCUtiVe iIYpUlSe InOIIXntS tkr 
t k+ i, . . . such that 
tk<tk+,<tk+j<t* for 1 <i<j. (3) 
We have again two possibilities. (B,) x(t) meets an infinite number of sur- 
faces Si different from each other at {t,,,: ja 1). (B2) For some 1 < j, < j, 
and j, x(t) meets the same surface Si at j, and j,. 
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In case (B,), since lim,,, k r (x) = co uniformly on Q, there must be a j 
such that rj(x) > t* on Q, and i such that 
a contradiction to (3). If (B2) holds, we are back in situation (A) and hence 
it is also impossible. The proof is therefore complete. 
Remark 1. The conclusion of Theorem 1 remains true when condition 
(ii) is replaced by 
(ii*)(a) (&,(x)/ax)f(t,x)<a, O<a<l, for (t,x)~R+xQ; 
(b) x + Z,Jx) E Q for x E Sz and ((&,/8x)(x + sZk(x))) Z,(x) < 0, 
0 <s < 1, for every k. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the impulsive differential equation 
x’ = cos t, t # z,(x), x(0) = 0, 
Ax = Z/Jx), t =7&h 
where sk(x) = - (x + 1) + (27~ + 1)k and Zk(x) = 1, for all k. Since 
Ff(t,x)=-COSf<l and a7k(x + SMX)) 
ax > 
Z,(x) = - 1 < 0, 
the assumptions of Theorem 1 with (ii*) are verified and hence there is no 
pulse phenomena. In fact, one can verify that the solutions meet the 
surfaces Sk consecutively at the points (1, x) = (2kq k - 1 ), k = 1, 2, . . . . 
We shall next discuss a result which gives sufficient conditions for any 
solution to meet each surface exactly once. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that 
(i) feC[R+ xSZ, R”], Zk~C[S2, R”], ~,EC’[Q, (0, oo)], 7,Jx) is 
bounded, and 7Jx) < tk+ ,(x), for each k; 
(ii)(a) (at,(x)/ax)f(& x)G Lfor (t, x)ER+ xQ; 
(b) ((a7,lax)b + sZ,(x))) L(x) < 0, and 
(c) ((a7,iax)(x+sz,-,(x)))z,_,(x)~0, 0~.6 1, x+zk(~)~~ 
whenever x E Q. 
Then every solution x(t) = x(t, t,, x0) of (1) such that 0 < t, < 7,(x0) meets 
each surface S, exactly once. 
Proof. Let x(t) = x(t, to, x,,) be any solution of (1) such that 
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0 d t, < zl(xO). Since zr(x) is bounded and continuous on ~2, there is a 
unique t, > t, such that 
t1= 71(x(t,)) and t < 71(x(t)) for t< t,. 
Hence x(t) hits the surface S1 at t = t,. 
Now setting x1 =x(tl), x: = xl +Z,(x,), we obtain by (iib) 
7l(Xl)>7I(X, +rl(x,))=7l(X:). 
On the other hand, (iic) implies that 
7*(x: I= 72(x1 + Il(Xl)) 2 7*(X,) > 71(x1 ), 
which yields 
71(X:)<tl<7*(X:). 
Proceeding as before, we can find a unique t, > t, such that 
t, = T,(x(t,, f,, x: )) and t < 72(X(f, t,, x,+ 1) for t,<t<t,. 
Condition (iia) implies that the function T(t) = t - z,(x(t, t,, XT)) is 
nondecreasing in (t,, t2), and since T(t,) > 0, we get 
71(x(t, t,, x:))<t for TV [t,, t,]. 
Therefore, x(t) meets S, first at t = t, after t,. Setting again 
x2 =x(t2, t,, XT), x: =x2 +Z2(x2), and using condition (ii), we can 
conclude that 
72(X: ) < f2 < 73(-G ). 
A similar argument as before yields a t, > t, such that x(t) meets S3 first at 
t = t, after t,. Repeating this process, one can prove the stated claim and 
therefore the proof is complete. 
We shall now obtain conditions for pulse phenomena to occur. First, we 
consider a simple situation where we have only one surface. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that 
(i) f~ C[R+ xQ, R”], ZE C[Q, R”], 7~ C’(0, (0, co)], and 7(x) is 
bounded; 
(ii) x+Z(x)~Qfor XEQ and (d~/dx)(x+sZ(x))Z(x)>O, 0~s~ 1. 
Then, every solution x(t) = x(t, t,, x0) such that 0 < t, < 7(x0) meets the 
surface S: t = 7(x) several times. 
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Proof. In the present case, we have to consider the impulsive differen- 
tial system 
x’ = f(t, x), t # T(X), X(&J = x0, to 2 0 
dx = Z(x), t = s(x). 
(I*) 
Let x(t) = x( t, to, x0) be any solution of (1*) such that to < r(xo). Then, 
since r(x) is bounded and continuous on Sz, we arrive at a t, > to such that 
t , = r(x( t, )) which shows that x(t) hits the surface S at t = t 1. Now, setting 
x, =x(t1), XT = x1 +Z(x,), we have, because of (ii), 
t, = z(x,) < $x1 + Z(x,)) = 5(x:). 
Let x(t)=x(t, tl,x:) be any solution of (l*) starting at (tl,x:), and 
proceeding as before, we arrive at a t, > t, such that t, = $x(Q). This 
implies that x(t) meets the surface S a second time at t = t2. This process 
can be continued as long as the solutions x(t) remain in Q and therefore 
the proof is complete. 
The next result offers conditions for any solution to hit a given surface Sj 
several times. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that 
(i) f~ C[R+ x8, R”], Ik E C[Q, R”], TV E C’[Q, (0, oo)], and 
TV < 7k+ 1(x) for every k; 
(ii) for a fixed j, ~~j(x) is bounded and 
(a) (dz,- l(xY~x)f(t, xl 6 1, for (t, x) E R, x Q; 
(b) x + Z,(x) E Q for x E Sz, (a~,- ,/8x)(x + sZj(x)) Zj(x) > 0, and 
(C) [(ih-JaX)(X+SIj(X))] Zj(X),<OfOr O<S<l. 
Then, every solution x(t) = x( t, to, x0) of (1) such that ~~~ 1(xo) < to < ~~i(x~) 
meets the surface Sj several times. 
Proof. Let x(t) = x(t, to, x0) be any solution of (1) such that rji- 1(xo) < 
to < rj(xo). Since zj(x) is bounded and continuous on s2, there is a unique 
t1 > to such that 
tl =zj(x(tl)) and t < zj(x(t)) for all to < t < t 1. 
Condition (iia) shows that the function T(t) = t - rj- 1(x(t)) is nondecreas- 
ing in (to, t,), and since T(t,) > 0, we get 
zj- ltxCt)) < t for tE [to, tl]. 
Hence x(t) meets the surface Sj at t = t, before hitting any other surface. 
409/137/2-21 
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Let x1 =x(t,) and x7 =x1 +Zi(x,). Then by (iib), (iic) we have 
11 =7,(x,) < T,(XI +1,(x,)) = rjtx: ), 
and 
Thus we arrive at 
Let x(t) = x(t, t,, XT ) be any solution of (1) starting at (tr , XT). Then 
proceeding as before, we obtain a t, > t, such that t2 = ri(x(tz)). This shows 
that every solution x(t) hits the surface S, at least twice. We can now 
repeat the same argument and therefore the proof is complete. 
The conclusion of Theorem 4 may also be stated as follows: every 
solution x(t, t,, x0) which hits the surface S, once, hits it several times. 
The pulse phenomena can occur in many complicated ways. We shall 
now give a typical result in that direction. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that 
(i) feC[R+ xf&R”l~ IkEC[~,R”ly zkEC’[Q? (0, a)]? zk(x)< 
zk + ,(x), and zk(x) is boundedfor every k; 
(ii) (&,(x)/ax) f(t, x) d 1, for (t, x) E R + x Q, for every k; 
(iii) x + Ik E Q for x E Q and every k, and for some fixed k = kO, 
(b,) ((~zkJ~x)(x+slj(x)))Z~(x)~O for all j<k, and t,(x)> 
Tko- I@+ I,(x)); 
(b2) ((dz,,_ ,/3x)(x + slj(x))) Ij(x) < 0 for all j> k, and zj(x) < 
tko(x + Z,(x)), where 0 d s d 1. 
Then, every solution x(t) = x(t, t,, x0) of (1) meets the surface Sk, several 
times. 
Proo$ Let x(t) = x( t, r,,, x0) be any solution of (1). Since tk(x) is boun- 
ded and continuous on Q, we arrive at a t, > t, such that tr = zj(x(tl)) for 
some j, that is, x(t) meets the surface S, at t = t,. There are two cases to 
consider, namely j < k, or j > k,. Suppose first that j < k,. Then, letting 
x, =x(t,) so that XT = x, + Z,(x, ), we get from (iiib, ) and the fact that 
Tk(x) < zk+ I(X) for every k 
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which implies 
tl = 7j(XI I< 7ko(x1 + zj(xl 1) = 7ko(Xi+ 1' 
By (iiib, ), we also get 
and therefore 
Setting T(t) = t - Sk&x(t)), where x(t) = x(t, t, , XT ) is any solution through 
(tl, XT ) and proceeding as in Theorem 4, we arrive at a t, > t, such that 
t, = z,,(x(t2)), implying that x(t) meets the surface Sk0 at t = t,. 
If j > k,, we use (iiib,) to obtain 
Hence, setting r(t) = t - zkO(x( t)), where x(t) = x( t, t 1, XT ) is any solution 
of (1) and proceeding as before, it follows that there exists a t, > t I such 
that x(t) meets the surface Sk0 at t = t,. 
If x(t) hits the surface Sk0 several times after t = t,, we are done. If not, 
x(t) encounters some surface S,, i # k, at t, > t,, because tk(x) is bounded 
on Q for every k. Arguing as before, we can show that there exists a t, > t, 
at which x(t) meets Sk0 again. This process can be continued as long as 
solutions exist and therefore, the desired result follows proving the 
theorem. 
Remark 2. One can easily verify that all the results remain valid if the 
boundedness requirement of 7k(x) on 52 is replaced by the following: there 
is a pk~ C[[t,, co), R,] such that (&,/llt)(x(t))<p,Jt), for t # 7,(x(t)) 
where x(t) is any solution of (1.3.1) and 
I 
co 
pk(t) dt < 00. (4) 
10 
As an illustration, we state and prove the following result. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that 
(i) f~ C[ R + x Q, R”], Ik E C[Q, R”1, zk E c’[f& (0, ~0 )I, 7k(x) < 
Tk + 1(x) for each k; 
(ii)(a) (d7k/dx)(x + szk(x)) z,(x) < O? 
(b) (a7,/ax)(x+sz,_,(x))z,~,(x)~O, o<sd 1, x+z,(x)ER 
whenever x E 12; 




axfk xl + Pk(f) G 1 for (t, X)E R, x Q. 
Then every solution x(t) = x(t, t,, x0) of (1) such that 0 < t, < zl(xO) meets 
each surface Sk exactly once. 
Proof: We follow precisely the procedure of the proof of Theorem 2. 
Clearly (5) implies condition (iia) of Theorem 2. We note that the boun- 
dedness of r,Jx) in Sz in Theorem 2 was used only to argue that ti < rk(x: ) 
implies the existence of a t2 > t,, such that t2 =r,(x(t,, t,, XT)). In the 
present situation, (5) achieves the same purpose. Evidently, (5) shows that 
T(t)= t-~~(x(t, t,, x,+) 
is nondecreasing for t 3 t, since dT(t)/dt 2 p,Jt). Hence f; P,Js) ds = co 
implies that there is a b, > t, satisfying 
f2= T&(f2, t,, X:). 
The rest of the argument is the same that employed in the proof of 
Theorem 2 and therefore the proof is complete. 
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